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Friends of Dormston Community 

Wednesday 23 June 2021 

M I N U T E S 

 

Present: 
Claire Reynolds (Treasurer)  Kerry Hall    Charlie Wilson   

Lisa Watson    Emma Bennett    Heather Pitt   

Leona Bateman    Karen Otton    Ellen Evans  

   

1. Apologies 
There were apologies from Lucy Hignett.  

 

2. Minutes of last Meeting & Matters arising 
The minutes of the last meeting were read and agreed as being a true and accurate record of the meeting.  All 

matters arising will be picked up under the Agenda.  

 

FoDC official T-shirts were distributed to members and the recently purchased FoDC Pop-Up Banner was 

displayed. 

 

3. Year 6 Virtual Induction Evening  
KON informed that due to the Year 6 Induction Evening now being virtual FoDC needed to decide if they 

wanted to do a pre-recorded video which could be uploaded to the website along with all the other videos.  

This would need to be uploaded by Friday 28 June 2021 which did not leave much time so if FoDC wanted to 

do this they needed to really do this tonight. 

 

ACTION: Due to time constraints KON to see if she could get students to do this on behalf of 

parents/carers asking them to talk about what their parents do as part of FoDC. If this is not possible, 

then the FoDC Flyer will be uploaded and distributed as part of the Year 6 Information pack. 

 

Next year however, FoDC would hopefully be on stage to introduce themselves formally which would be a 

great opportunity to meet parents/carers face to face and promote their existence. 

 

4. #Pre-Loved Uniform Service 
FoDC #Pre-Loved Uniform Service has had an amazing response and enquires came in immediately.  It was 

agreed, that we will only sell uniform that we would buy ourselves and any uniform that is donated that is felt to 

be not of the quality required will be weighed in.  A price list was agreed.  Parents/Carers do however have the 

option to make a voluntary contribution of their choice if they are struggling financially. 
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As CRS is leading on the #Pre-Loved Uniform Service it was agreed that she will be given complete discretion to 

do whatever she thinks best with any uniform donations.  CRS is being supported by her Mother who has many 

years’ experience of quality checking charity donation clothes.  It was agreed that school coats donated may 

also be put on eBay. 

 

Dormston School are now fully aware of the service and know that they can tap into this free of charge if there 

are any families that they know are struggling. 

 

CRS was given permission to: 

• approach PomPoms for Loneliness in order for them to promote FoDC #Pre-Loved Uniform Service; 

• offer a #Pre-Loved Uniform Stall outside of school on allocated days which would be promoted with 

parents/carers in advance. 

 

We have currently asked for no further uniform donations until further notice. 

 

CRS is able to access any funds for any washing costs. 

 

CRS looking into the possibility of electronic payments becoming available for the service. 

 

CRS is happy to store stock at home at the moment but will let FoDC know if this becomes too much. 

 

CRS to send KON a current stock list out to share with parents/carers. 

 

ACTION: KON to request for another #Pre-Loved Uniform Drop Off Day to take place on the last day of 

term.  To assist with this, KON to also ask for another Mufti Day.   

 

FoDC thanked CRS for all her efforts in getting this service off the ground and maintaining it.  It really is making 

a difference to lots of parents/carers. 

 

Clear Out Your Clobber Competition 

As there is fund raising capacity with cashing in old clothes FoDC to look into the possibility of holding a House 

or Year Competition where each student brings in a carrier bag of clothes they no longer wear to be weighed in. 

Whichever group wins the competition will be entered into a drawer to win a prize.  This also has links to 

recycling. 

 

5. Football Match update 
KON informed that the date of the Staff v Student Charity Football Match has now been moved from Thursday 

8 July 2021 to Tuesday 20 July 2021 due to the delay in restrictions being lifted.  We should know by 6 July 

2021 if restrictions will lift on Monday 19 July 2021.  Even if restrictions lift, we will still be mindful of social 

distancing.  If the Match goes ahead and is successful it could become an annual end of term event.  Staff are 

wearing fancy dress! 

 

The following members of FoDC agreed to be in attendance to help support with the match: 

CRS/KHL/LBN/EES/HPT. 

 

A Risk Assessment is already in place but this will be updated to reflect COVID-19.  The School Business 

Manager who leads on COVID-19 Health & Safety arrangements is aware of the match and is happy for this to 

take place. 
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Tickets will go on sale after 6 July 2021.   Maximum of 180 tickets will be sold to ensure social distancing.  

 

Ticket price of £1.00 was agreed with a FREE entry into a prize raffle. 

 

An additional raffle will also be available to win a £25 amazon voucher. 

 

Burgers and hot dogs will be gifted via our caterers.  School Catering Manager retail prices were agreed. 

 

Mrs Mansell has kindly agreed to sell ice creams. The school has brought a special ice cream fridge which FoDC 

can use. 

 

We will also have a #Pre-Loved uniform rail set up. 

 

As we want to ensure that both students/staff/parents/carers and members of the community attend we will 

sell an allocated amount of tickets on ParentPay to ensure parents have the opportunity to attend. 

 

KON to also invite Governors.  KHL and CWN to also invite along local MPs. 

 

KON to look at getting press involved. 

 

6. Bonfire 2022 Update - Leona Bateman 
LBN informed that initial contact has been made with a future parent/carer who has extensive experience in 

organising bonfires. 

 

LBN & KHL are going to meet the contact in the 6 weeks holiday for coffee to find more about what is involved.  

The contact is however happy to get involved with the project and guide us through the arrangements. 

 

This is very exciting and could be a really fantastic community event both for raising money but also, equally as 

important community spirit.  

 

FoDC thanked LBN and KHL for their efforts in starting to get this off the ground. 

 

7. Fashion Show Update - Lisa Watson 
LWN informed that unfortunately, the Fashion Show company have cancelled all shows until next year.  LWN 

will monitor the situation and let FoDC know when they are back up and running. 

 

8. Financial Update - Claire Reynolds 
CRS gave FoDC a financial update on incoming and outgoing transactions. 

 

Signatories issue to be actioned/resolved as discussed. 

 

9. Any Other Business 
It is really important for FoDC to do non-fundraising events as their focus should not only be about fund raising.  

FoDC to look into the possibility of doing a Sedgley Litter Pick next year. 

 

KON also looking at the idea of Project Flower Power where we grow flowers and give them out to members of 

the community. 
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10. Date of Next Meeting 

The date of the next meeting will be arranged for September 2021. 

 


